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Value = (-1)sign x 1.significand x 2exponent
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Denormal numbers 
provide gradual 
underflow near zero

Offset/bias encoding 
of exponent retains 
integer sorting order



IEEE Issues

§ Rounding error
§ Cancellation
§ Exceptions
§ Not-A-Number (NaN)
§ Non-uniform distribution
§ Positive and negative zero
§ Denormalized numbers
§ Compiler optimizations
§ Fused multiply-add (FMA) instructions

youtube.com/watch?v=9hdFG2GcNuA

http://youtube.com/watch%3Fv=9hdFG2GcNuA


Research Questions [Dinda 2018]

§ Do developers understand floating point arithmetic in terms of how 
it differs from real arithmetic and computer integer arithmetic?

§ Do developers understand how optimizations at the hardware and 
compiler level may affect the behavior of floating point arithmetic 
within or beyond the standard?

§ What are the common misunderstandings?
§ What factors have an effect on understanding?
§ What might make developers suspicious of a result?



Study Survey Design [Dinda 2018]

§ Background
§ Current position and area
§ Training re: floating point
§ Software development experience

§ Core knowledge quiz
§ Optimization quiz
§ “Suspicion” quiz

doi.org/10.1109/IPDPS.2018.00068

https://doi.org/10.1109/IPDPS.2018.00068


Core Quiz: Always true in IEEE arithmetic?

§ ((a + b) – a) = b
§ (a + b) + c = a + (b + c)
§ a(b + c) = ab + ac
§ (a + 1) ≠ a
§ a = a
§ +0 = -0
§ a2 > 0

a = 1020, b = 1   (rounding)
a = 1020, b = -a, c = 1
a = 1020, b = 1+1020, c = 1-1020

a = 1020 or 1/0 (infinity)
a = 0/0 (NaN)
YES!
Yes, for non-NaNs (not true of signed ints!)



Optimization Quiz

§ Can the common “--fast-math” compiler optimization result in 
non-standard-compliant behavior?
§ YES!

§ Is the more efficient “fused multiply-add” (FMA) instruction part of 
the IEEE standard (i.e., mandated on all implementations)?
§ In newer (2008) standard but not the original

§ What compiler level of optimization is generally the highest 
possible that preserves IEEE standard-compliant behavior?
§ -O2

§ Is the flush-to-zero (FTZ) processor flag that eliminates 
denormalized numbers part of the IEEE standard?
§ NO! (but “on” by default in some hardware)



“Suspicion” Quiz: How “bad” is an IEEE exception?

§ Overflow: result was infinity
§ Usually a sign of a bug

§ Underflow: result was zero
§ Usually ok

§ Precision: result required rounding
§ Usually ok, but can be a problem

§ Invalid: result was NaN
§ Usually a sign of a bug

§ Denorm: result was denormalized
§ Usually ok

§ Answer choices:
§ Usually ok
§ Usually ok, but can be a problem
§ Usually a sign of a bug



Participant Recruitment

“In recruiting participants we sought individuals at the Ph.D. student level 
and above who were actively involved in software development or the 
management of software development for science and engineering fields at 
universities, national labs, and industry.
These individuals’ understanding of floating point is likely to be critical to the 
correctness of scientific results based on the computational mode of 
investigation, and on the quality of engineered artifacts.
… [We] would expect them to have a higher level of understanding of floating 
point than the general population of programmers because it is so intrinsic to 
their work.”  (Section III)
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Results

“Almost 1/2 of our participants have personally written a 
codebase or made a codebase contribution of at least 
10,000 lines of code, and floating point was intrinsic to 
almost 2/3 of those codebases. …

We believe that the combination of our recruitment process 
and the resulting background of the participants illustrated 
here suggest that our sample is a good representative of 
software developers who write code for, and in support of, 
science and engineering applications.”  (Section III)
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Mean = 8.5
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“There is a subtlety here in that ‘Don’t Know’ was a 
possible response to a question. The incidence of this, 
however, was < 15% for the core quiz.
In contrast, in the optimization quiz, our participants 
generally recognized their ignorance, answering ‘Don’t 
Know’ over 2/3 of the time.”  (Section IV.A)
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Conclusions

§ Observation: Many developers do not understand core floating point 
behavior well, yet they believe they do

§ Observation: Many developers recognize their lack of knowledge about 
floating-point optimization

§ Action: Develop new educational processes (e.g., with SIGHPC)
§ Action: Disable floating-point optimizations by default
§ Action: Develop/improve analysis tools

§ Local research projects: CRAFT, ADAPT, FloatSmith

§ Action: Improve access to arbitrary precision implementations
§ Local research project: SHVAL



Thanks!  (and good luck!)  J

If you’re interested, talk to me or visit my website: w3.cs.jmu.edu/lam2mo


